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DESIGN OF AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR
MANAGEMENT OF ARRIVAL TRAFFIC

Heinz Erzberger and William Nedell 1

Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

This paper describes the design of an automated air traffic control system based on a hierarchy of

advisory tools for controllers. Compatibility of the tools with the human controller, a key objective of

the design, is achieved by a judicious selection of tasks to be automated and careful attention to the

design of the controller system interface. The design comprises three interconnected subsystems referred

to as the Traffic Management Advisor, the Descent Advisor, and the Final Approach Spacing Tool. Each

of these subsystems provides a collection of tools for specific controller positions and tasks. This paper

focuses on the design of two of these tools, the Descent Advisor, which provides automation tools for

managing descent traffic, and the Traffic Management Advisor, which generates optimum landing

schedules. The algorithms, automation modes, and graphical interfaces incorporated in the design are
described.

Information generated by the Descent Advisor tools is integrated into a plan view traffic display

consisting of a high-resolution color monitor. Estimated arrival times of aircraft are presented graphi-

cally on a time line, which is also usedinteractively in combination with a mouse input device to select

and schedule arrival times. Other graphical markers indicate the location of the fuel-optimum top-of-

descent point and the separation distances between aircraft at designated points. Computer generated

advisories provide speed and descent clearances which the controller can issue to aircraft to help them

arrive at the scheduled times or with specified separation distances. Two types of horizontal guidance

modes, selectable by the controller, provide advisories for managing the horizontal flightpaths of aircraft
under various conditions.

The Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) comprises algorithms, a graphical interface and interactive

tools for use by the Center traffic manager in controlling the flow of traffic into the terminal area. The

primary algorithm incorporated in it is a real-time scheduler which generates efficient landing sequences

and landing times for arrivals within about 200 n.m. from touchdown. Four scheduling algorithms have

been implemented in the scheduler; they are run first-come-first-served with or without time advance

and position shifting with or without time advance. A unique feature of the TMA is its graphical inter-

face that allows the traffic manager to modify the computer generated schedules for specific aircraft

while allowing the automatic scheduler to continue generating schedules for all other aircraft. The

graphical interface also provides convenient methods for monitoring the traffic flow and changing

scheduling parameters during real-time operation. The Descent Advisor and the Traffic Management

Advisor have been implemented on a network of workstations, which distributes the computational load,

yet permits efficient exchange of information between the two types of automation tools.

1San Jose State University, San Jose, CA.



This report supersedes a recently published report which described the design of the Descent

Advisor. In addition to updating the earlier report, this report contains a new chapter covering the design
of the Traffic Management Advisor.

INTRODUCTION

Although automated decision systems for air traffic control (ATC) have been investigated for at least

two decades, attempts to implement these systems in the current ATC environment have largely failed.

Among the reasons for this failure are the use of obsolete ATC computers and displays, which are pre-

venting the implementation of advanced concepts, and a tendency of developers to underestimate the
complexity of automating even simple ATC functions.

Recently, the prospects for introducing higher levels of automation have improved because of two

concurrent developments. First, a new generation of controller suites incorporating color graphics work-

station technology together with new ATC host computers will remove many of the limitations impeding

the implementation of automation concepts. The new controller suites, which will become operational in
the mid-1990s, are the key element of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advanced Automa-

tion Systems (AAS). Second, recent research has provided new insights into the appropriate role of

automation in ATC and has yielded promising methods for designing such systems.

The system described in this paper builds upon ATC automation concepts and algorithms described

in reference 1. Its main purpose is to provide a variety of computer-aided tools that can assist controllers

in achieving safe, orderly, and expeditious movement of traffic within the terminal area. The criteria for

designing these tools revolve around the principle of human-centered automation. In the context of ATC

this principle requires developing tools that complement the skills of controllers without restricting their

freedom to manage traffic manually. Such capability is achieved in the design described herein by pro-

viding various modes to assist the controller in solving specific ATC problems and by letting the con-
troller decide when and how to use these tools.

The need for an effective controller-system interface imposes the most critical design constraint on

ATC automation tools. To meet this constraint, the interface makes extensive use of on-screen switches

and menus selectable by manipulating a mouse or trackball. Such techniques improve the interface by

minimizing the need for time-consuming and distracting keyboard entries. Also, computer-generated

advisories are transformed, when possible, into a graphical format that enhances rapid perception of
•advisory information.

The report begins with a discussion of design guidelines and an overview of the automation concept.

This is followed by a detailed description of the Descent Advisor and the Traffic Management Advisor,

which are the two key elements of the concept. Although the design of the Descent Advisor was recently

published in reference 2, it is also included in this report both for the sake of completeness and to
describe newly implemented enhancements and modifications.

Preparations are in progress to implement elements of this system at an en route center for evaluation

on a noninterfering basis. In view of past experience, such operational testing is an essential step in



validatingautomationconceptsfor ATC. Then,theFAA canconfidentlydecidewhatelementsof this
systemwarrantimplementationin theAAS.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

Automation tools for ATC are defined here as systems with which controllers conduct informative as

well as interesting dialogs that contribute to increased efficiency in performing their tasks. A successful

dialogue consists of a rapid exchange of information using color graphics and possibly synthesized

speech for system-to-human communications and a mouse, keyboard, touch-sensitive screen, and possi-

bly a voice recognition system for human-to-system communications. This paper focuses on interactive

color graphics and mouse input as the primary vehicle for system-human dialogue. As shall be

explained, the graphics developed here are used to convey more complex information than is provided

by aircraft tracks and alphanumeric lists displayed on current-generation ATC monitors.

In order to ensure desirable characteristics in the human-system interface and gain controller accep-

tance of automation tools, a list of guidelines has been established, which is presented in table 1.

These guidelines are based in part on experience in other aerospace fields with successful examples

of automated system designs. The system design described in the following sections represents an

attempt to be faithful to these guidelines.

AUTOMATION SYSTEM CONCEPT

An automated system for ATC may be divided into three principal subsystems whose function

involves sensing, planning, and controlling. The sensing subsystem includes all of the components,

including the ground radars, mode C transponders, and ground computers, that contribute to generating

aircraft position tracks on ATC monitors. Since this subsystem is already highly refined in today's sys-

tem, this paper concentrates on the design of the planning and controlling element of the automation

system.

Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic representation of the proposed concept. Its key ground-based ele-

ments are the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA), the Descent Advisor (DA), and the Final Approach

Spacing Tool (FAST). The functions of each element and the relationships between elements are dis-
cussed below.

The primary function of the TMA is to plan the most efficient landing order and to assign optimally

spaced landing times to all arrivals. These time schedules are generated while aircraft are 150 to

200 n.mi. from the airport. The TMA algorithm plans these times such that traffic approaching from all

directions will merge on the final approach without conflicts and with optimal spacing. The TMA also

assists the Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) Traffic Manager in rerouting traffic from an

overloaded sector to a lightly loaded one, a process known as gate balancing. Another function of the

TMA is to assist the Center Traffic Manager in efficiently rerouting and rescheduling traffic in response

3



to arunwayreconfigurationor a weatherdisturbance.In general,thefunctionsof theTMA involve
assistingtheCenterTraffic Managerin coordinatingandcontrollingthetraffic flow betweenCenters,
betweensectorswithin a Center,andbetweentheCenterandtheTerminalRadarApproach(TRACON)
Facility.Moreover,theTMA mustpermittheCenterTraffic Managerto specifycritical flow control
parameterssuchasrunwayacceptancerateandto overridecomputergenerateddecisionsmanually.

At aCenter,thecontrollerpositionsrequiringthehighestskills andmentalworkloadarethosehan-
dling descenttraffic. Thesepositionsareresponsiblefor producinganorderlyflow of traffic into the
TRACON. TheDescentAdvisor (DA) is intendedto providecontrollersin thesepositionswith flexible
tools to implementthetraffic plangeneratedby theTMA.

For all aircraftenteringanarrivalsector,theDA implementedatthatsectorcomputesestimated
timesof arrival (ETAs)at its respectivearrival gate.TheseETA computationstakeinto accountthe
airspacestructureandATC proceduresof eacharrivalsector.For simplicity, only two DAs areshownin
figure 1,but in generaltherecanbefour or more,atleastonefor eacharrivalgatefeedingtraffic into the
TRACON.TheETAs from all arrivalsectorsaresentasinput to theTMA whichusesthemto calculate
efficient,conflict free-landingschedules.Thesescheduledtimesof arrivals(STAs)attherunwayare
thentransformedby theTMA to gatearrival timesby subtractingthetimeto fly from thegateto touch-
down,andaresentto theDAs at theappropriatearrivalareas.

UponreceivingtheseSTAstheDA algorithmgeneratescruiseanddescentclearanceswhichcon-
trollerscanuseto keepaircraftonschedule.For aircraftthat drift off their plannedtimeschedules,the
controllercanrequestrevisedclearancesthatcorrectsuchtimeerrorsto theextentpossible.If thiscon-
ceptis implementedin today'senvironment,thecontrollerwouldhaveto issuetheclearancesbyvoice,
but in thenearfuture it will bemoreefficient to issuethemvia theproposedground-to-airdatalink.

TheTRACON controllerstakeovercontrolof traffic atthefeedergates.Theymergethetraffic con-
vergingon thefinal approachpathwhile makingsurethat aircraftareproperlyspaced.If theCenter
controllershavedeliveredaircraftat thegateson timeusingtheDA tools,theTRACONcontrollers
ordinarily will needto makeonly smallcorrectionsin therelativepositionsof aircraft to achievethe
desiredspacing.TheFAST assiststhecontrollerin makingthesecorrectionswith high accuracyanda
minimumnumberof headingvectorsandspeedclearances.Achievingprecisespacingbetweenaircraft
on final approachensuresthatlandingrateswill alwaysbecloseto thetheoreticalcapacityof the
runway.

Anothertypeof tool designedfor theTRACON controlleris theTacticalAdvisor.This tool helps
thecontrollerto replantraffic quickly in responseto severalspecialsituations,suchasmissed
approaches,runway changes,andunexpectedconflicts.

DESCENT ADVISOR

This section begins with a brief review of descent procedures and continues with a detailed descrip-
tion of the DA.
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Center Controller Procedures for Managing Descent Traffic

An analysis of controller procedures for managing descent traffic provides important insight and

motivation for designing the descent advisor system. Hence these procedures are briefly reviewed in

preparation for describing the system in the next section.

Typically, arrivals enter the airspace of the ARTCC that is feeding traffic to a major destination air-

port at least 200 n.mi. from the airport. Initially, the arrival traffic continues along established jet routes

at cruise speed and altitude. Center controllers direct the traffic to points in space called feeder gates,

typically located about 30 n.mi. from the airport at 10,000 ft above ground level. Some airports utilize as

many as four such gates or comer posts which approximately form a rectangle, with the airport at the

center. At the gates, the Center controllers hand the traffic over to the Terminal Radar Control Facility

(TRACON) for final sequencing to the runway.

Center controllers have the critical task of ensuring that the streams of randomly spaced aircraft are

merged into a properly ordered and spaced single stream as the traffic arrives at the gates. They accom-

plish this by issuing a series of speed and altitude clearances and heading vectors.

Traffic over the gates is spaced either on the basis of distance or time. The choice of spacing distance

depends on the level of traffic and other factors, but is typically 10 n.mi. Under the time spacing crite-

rion, arrivals are separated either by a specified time interval such as 3 min or alternatively are delivered

at a specified clock time. Clock time over the gate as a spacing strategy is used primarily when En Route

Metering (ERM) is in effect. ERM is a program installed on Center host computers. Certain Centers

such as the Denver Center rely on ERM during periods of heavy traffic to allocate delays and coordinate

flow at the feeder gates.

Two types of strategies are commonly used to control spacing. In one type, controllers keep aircraft

on their standard arrival routes as long as possible and control spacing with speed clearances before and

during the descent. This strategy is appropriate for low and medium traffic conditions. In the second

type, controllers take aircraft off their standard arrival routes while still at cruise altitude and then issue a

series of heading vectors to control the spacing. This is the strategy of choice during heavy traffic.

Although accurately controlling the spacing at the gates is their primary objective, controllers also

try to keep aircraft on fuel-efficient profile descents whenever possible by issuing appropriate descent

clearances. Another factor that complicates the spacing control task is the necessity to compensate for

strong variations in ground speed during the descent as a result of altitude-dependent winds and atmo-

spheric effects. The management of descent traffic under these complex conditions is a difficult task that

only experienced controllers with exceptional skill can perform efficiently. Thus, these tasks offer a

timely opportunity for the development of automation tools.

Graphic Interface Design for Descent Advisor Automation Tools

In essence, management of arrival traffic in the Center airspace involves predicting and controlling

the spatial and time relationships of aircraft at the feeder gates. With currently used manual procedures,

controllers are able to visualize evolving traffic situations 5-10 min into the future, depending on skill

•_ 4



and circumstances. The DA increases this prediction time limit to at least 25 min in most situations, thus

giving the controller more time to organize traffic flow efficiently.

The analytical foundation for the DA is a collection of numerical algorithms for accurately predict-

ing and controlling aircraft trajectories in space and time, referred to as four-dimensional guidance.

Although four-dimensional guidance was originally developed for on-board flight management systems,

it also provides a powerful framework for solving analogous problems in ATC automation. The design

of a four-dimensional descent advisor algorithm was reported in a series of papers (refs. 1 and 3). It was

shown in these papers that with descent clearances generated by this algorithm, pilots could control their

arrival time at a feeder gate to an accuracy of +_20 sec. Such accuracy is significantly higher than is

achieved in current operations and provides the basis for increasing the efficiency of the ATC system.

One major challenge of applying this algorithm in an ATC environment lies in the design of an efficient

interface between the controller and the algorithm. An equally important challenge is designing suffi-

cient flexibility into the DA so that controllers can adapt it effortlessly to handle the types of traffic

management problems previously described.

The design of the interface builds upon the environment available in a modem engineering work-

station. Thus, the interface uses a mouse or track ball as the primary device to enter information and

special color graphics to output information. However, the mouse is the preferred device in this applica-

tion because it is less cumbersome to use than a trackball for entering certain types of information.

Integrated controller display- The controller interface combines on a single high resolution color

monitor both the traditional plan-view display of aircraft tracks as well as advisories generated by the

automation tools. Furthermore, the monitor screen is used to display the complete menu of automation

tools available for selection by the controller. The main problem in implementing this concept, referred
to as an integrated controller display, is organizing the information on the screen so as to minimize con-

fusion and avoid display clutter. An alternative to an integrated controller display is a separate monitor

for displaying advisory information. However, this approach has the disadvantage of requiring the con-

troller to shift his attention and viewing direction from one monitor to the other, possibly causing dis-
traction and loss of concentration during crucial moments.

In a sense, an integrated controller display is somewhat analogous to a heads-up-display (HUD)
installed in modern aircraft cockpits. A HUD superimposes flight director information on the out-the-

window visual scene, a technique that is favored by most pilots.

The integrated-controller-display concept is illustrated in a series of photographs of the monitor

screen (figs. 2-4, 6, and 8). These photographs provide the basis for describing the graphic interfaces in

this paper. They illustrate the detailed implementation of this concept for an arrival area at the Denver

Center. Specifically, the pictures show a plan-view map of the airspace through which arrival traffic

flows toward the Drako feeder gate, one of four such gates feeding traffic to Denver Stapleton Inter-

national Airport. The Drako point can be found near the right lower comer of the display. The names of

several waypoints referred to in later discussions are also shown. Blue lines indicate standard arrival

routes leading through the gate into the TRACON airspace. Markers depicting air routes, sector bound-

aries and other map features are shown in white. The white broken circular arcs are 25-n.mi. range cir-

cles centered at Drako. Except for the color coding, this type of information is identical to that found on

the existing plan view display (PVD) at the Denver Center. A complete set of display management tools,
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includingzoomingandpanning,hasalsobeenimplemented.It allowsthedisplayto bereconfiguredfor
anyothersector.

Aircraft positions,identification(ID) tagsandassociateddatablocksfor Denverarrivalsaredrawn
in green.Thedatablocksareorganizedin standardformat,with thesecondline showingmodec altitude
in hundredsof feet, andwith thethird line showingthecomputeridentificationcodeandtheground
speedin knots.Aircraft datablocksdrawnin white identify overflights.Otherdisplayfeaturesshownfor
someaircraft in thefiguresare5-n.m.rangecircleswhich controllersuseto checkfor separationand
3-mintrendvectors.Theendof thetrendvectorpredictsthepositionof theaircraftin 3min by extrapo-
lating thecurrentpositionusingthecurrentestimateof groundspeedandcourse.Thesefeaturescanbe
turnedonandoff for eachaircraftindividually usingacombinationof mousepointerandpop-upmenu.

Thenextsectionsdescribein detail thegraphicalartifactsandautomationmodescomprisingtheDA
tools.

Time line-- The graduated white scale on the left side of the screen is the so-called time line, whose

purpose is to show graphically the future time relationships of aircraft at a designated time control way-

point. The scale covers a time range of about 30 min, with future time increasing toward the top in 1-min

increments. The corresponding hour on the scale can be inferred from the current time shown just below

the time line. During operation the controller observes the time-line scale sliding steadily toward the

bottom of the display. At the point where the downward sliding scale terminates just above the current
time, future time becomes current time.

The time line concept is a natural by-product of four-dimensional guidance theory, which underlies

the accurate estimation of arrival time. It was used in a slightly different format as part of an artificial

intelligence (AI) based scheduling system for ATC flow management (ref. 4). It also plays a key role in
the ATC planning system, COMPASS, developed in Germany (ref. 5).

In this report the feeder gate/time control point has been changed from the traditional one at Drako

for this area to Jasin (shown in blue in the figures, except fig. 4). With the increased precision of control

provided by the DA it is feasible as well as more optimal to push the effective gate location closer to

touchdown. This change increases both fuel efficiency and arrival time accuracy by allowing arrivals to

continue their fuel efficient profile descents without interruption to 11,000 ft (approx. 6000 ft above the

runway) instead of terminating them at 17,500 ft at Drako. The operational implications of this change
will be determined in the future.

When aircraft destined for Denver first enter the airspace of the sector that is feeding traffic to the

Drako arrival area, the DA algorithm computes an ETA to the time control waypoint, Jasin. In this com-

putation the algorithm assumes the aircraft will continue to fly at cruise speed and altitude along the

planned arrival route to the point of descent and then follow a standard profile descent at idle to the alti-

tude specified at Jasin. This type of descent trajectory will also be referred to as a standard procedure

profile (SP). The ETAs with their corresponding ID tags are then posted in green on the right-hand side

of the time line. The arrival times are automatically updated approximately every 30 sec by the DA
algorithm using the current position, velocity, altitude, and route information.



After learningto interprettheinformationon the time line, the controller can use it to quickly assess

the traffic situation at the designated time control point at various future times. Furthermore, he or she

can gauge the effect of speed clearances and heading vectors by monitoring the ETAs posted on the time
line.

Descent clearance advisors- In addition to providing ETAs on the time line, the DA algorithms can

also provide more extensive assistance in solving the traffic management problems previously reviewed.
To invoke the DA algorithms, the controller must first choose one or more aircraft of interest and then

designate his choice to the computer by an action referred to as "selecting" an aircraft. An aircraft is

selected by moving the mouse pointer to the position marker of a chosen aircraft, a small green diamond,

and depressing (clicking) the left mouse button. If the pointer is within the acceptance aperture--a small

region containing the diamond when the button is clicked--the color of the aircraft and all information

associated with it on the screen turns from green to yellow. Similarly, a selected aircraft is deselected by

clicking on its position marker, thereby changing its color back to green. For operational and computa-

tional reasons, the number of aircraft in the selected state should be kept to fewer than about five.

Selecting an aircraft causes two panels (also known as windows) to pop up on the screen (fig. 3). The

Mode Select Panel near the bottom of the screen provides a menu of labeled "buttons" for selecting

advisory modes and display options. The functions of these modes will be explained in the next section.

At the top of the screen, the DA Panel displays profile descent information generated by the DA
algorithm.

Each line in the panel provides various profile parameters and route data for one selected aircraft.

These parameters are computed specifically for the type and weight of the arriving aircraft as well as the

current estimate of the wind field. They are updated whenever the profile is refreshed, about every

10 sec. As on the time line, the ETAs of the selected aircraft determine the ordering of the lines in the

panel, with the last-to-arrive aircraft occupying the top line. The parameters that define the profile

descent trajectory of a selected aircraft consist of the desired cruise speed, the DME range of the top of

descent point (TOD) from a nearby station (Denver VORTAC in this case) and the descent speed profile

consisting of constant Mach and constant indicated airspeed (IAS) segments. Table 2 gives three

example lines in the DA panel as well as the definition of each item in the line. A full explanation of
some of the items will be found in later sections.

For convenience, those parameters in the DA Panel that comprise the profile clearance, which the

controller issues to the aircraft, can also be displayed on an extra line in the aircraft data block. Since the

extra line may cause excessive crowding of the display under heavy traffic conditions, it can be turned

off by a mouse actuated on-screen switch. Some of the data blocks for selected aircraft in figures 3 and 4
have this profile clearance line switched on.

A significant attribute of the system design is its rapid refresh feature. Every radar sweep or

approximately every 10 sec the DA algorithm automatically recomputes the descent profiles and the

ETAs of all selected aircraft. The profiles of the other aircraft continue to be updated at a slower rate.

Thus, the information on the time line and in the DA panel adapts continuously (at a 10-sec rate for

selected aircraft) to changes in aircraft position, altitude, heading, and airspeed. In addition to increasing

the accuracy and timeliness of the information, this adaptive capability can be exploited by a controller
skilled in its use to solve various traffic management problems.



Time rangebar- Whenanaircraftis selected,ayellow verticalbarwith bracketsat theendsis dis-
playednext to thetimeline attheETA of theaircraft.Thetimerangeenclosedby thebracketsindicates
themaximumvariationof arrival timeachievablethroughspeedprofile managementalongafixed
arrival route. In particular,theendsof thebracketspoint atthemaximumandminimumarrival times
obtainedby flying theaircraftalongits minimumandmaximumspeedenvelopes,respectively.It there-
forefollows thattheETAs for theSPprofile mustfall betweenor on theendpointsof thebrackets.This
is seento bethecasein figures3 and4. Overlappingbrackets,suchasthosein figure 3,indicatethatthe
timerangesof someaircraftoverlap.To avoidambiguitiesin this case,theoverlappingbracketsare
slightly offsethorizontally.

Top of descentmarker- Fromaircraftperformancestudiesit is well knownthat thelocationof the
TOD point for a fuelefficient descenttrajectorydependssignificantlyon thechoiceof thedescentspeed
profile aswell ason manyotherfactors.Therefore,showingits locationon theplanview display (PVD)
cangive thecontrollerusefulcuesfor theefficientmanagementof descenttraffic. Its locationonthe
PVD is indicatedwith a smallpurplemarkerwhich is labeledwith theappropriateaircraft ID (see
fig. 3).

Thelocationof theTODmarkershouldnormallybeatleastseveralmilesin front of theaircraft
positionat thetime thedescentclearanceis issued.However,if theTOD andpositionmarkersappearto
coincide,it indicatesthattheaircraftis eitherator hasalreadypassedtheoptimumpoint of descent.In
thissituationtheDA algorithmusesamid-descentlogic for generatingspeedprofiles,asexplainedin a
later section.As long asthis logic canstill find a feasibledescentprofile during theprofile refresh
cycles,theTODmarkerwill beseento trackthepositionmarker.Thecolocationof thesemarkersalerts
thecontrollerthat theopportunityto initiate adescentalongthecurrentlypredictedhorizontalpathis
aboutto disappear,unlesstheaircraft is alreadyflying adescentprofile. If this lossof descentoppor-
tunity occurs,it is indicatedby thesimultaneousdisappearanceof theTOD markerandthepostingof
themessage"Path StretchingRequired"in theDA ClearancePanelfor theaffectedaircraft.Thecon-
troller canremedythis situationby vectoringtheaircraft to stretchits horizontalpathuntil the lost
informationreappears.Theprimaryuseof thismarkeris asavisualindicatorto helpthecontrollerin
judgingthedistanceremainingto theTODpoint, andin properlytiming theissuanceof thedescent
clearance.Also, themarkerscanassistthecontrollerin monitoringthedescentsin mountainousterrain
andin detectingpotentialconflictswith descendingtraffic or with overflights.

Distance spacing markers- Distance spacing markers give a graphical representation of the future

spatial relationship of traffic converging on a designated waypoint, called the spacing checkpoint. They

provide a graphical method for visualizing potential conflicts and for checking the spacing between air-

craft at any waypoint on the arrival routes. The location of the markers on the screen are based on the

DA-generated trajectory parameters currently displayed in the DA Clearance Panel, and therefore are

refreshed at the same update rate. The time control point or any waypoint upstream of it can be desig-

nated as the spacing check point by choosing a mouse-actuated pop-up menu item. The name and posi-

tion marker of the spacing check point are drawn in dark blue. (Drako in fig. 3).

The markers are displayed on the PVD by clicking on the spacing button in the Mode Select Panel.

They consist of small blue dots which have leader lines to an aircraft identification tag and a number

representing the distance in nautical miles to the spacing check point (Drako) (fig. 3). The aircraft ID

associated with the marker at the spacing check point identifies the first of the selected aircraft, referred
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to as the leading aircraft, to arrive at the spacing check point. Markers for all other selected aircraft are

placed at locations corresponding to the instant that the leading aircraft arrives at the spacing check

point. For convenience, the separation distances from the leading aircraft are also displayed in the DA

clearance panel. The markers play an analogous role in the spatial domain as do the ETA markers on the

time line. The spacing markers can be used to probe quickly for conflicts at various points on the arrival

routes. For example, the controller can check for conflicts at critical route junction points such as Estus,

as well as at Drako or at the time control point, Jasin. Since the markers are computed from the DA tra-

jectories, they provide the ability to check for future conflicts along complex descent trajectories.

The display of both ETAs and spacing markers on the PVD provides controllers with complementary

tools for visualizing the future relationship of aircraft at a point in space. These graphic tools are more

versatile and efficient for controllers to use than are the lists and tables found in the current ATC system.

Arrival time selection and advisories- An on-screen, interactive procedure is used for selecting

arrival times and generating arrival time advisories, it is intended to be used primarily as a stand-alone

manual mode. A more automated mode used in conjunction with the TMA is described in the next
section.

The first step in the procedure is to "select" an aircraft of interest and to watch for the time range bar

to appear on the time line. The appearance of the bar indicates that the system is ready to accept a time

command, and its length gives the time range available for selection. The aircraft ID tag located to the

left of the time range bar serves both as a cursor for selecting a time and as a command input device for

the DA algorithm. When an aircraft first enters the arrival area, the location of the cursor ID tag is ini-

tialized to the predicted time for the SP profile. Thus, both tags are initially located at the same point on
the time line.

The cursor tag can be relocated by moving the mouse pointer on top of the tag, holding down the left

mouse button, and dragging it with the mouse to any point on the time line. A capture of the cursor tag
by the mouse pointer is indicated by a change in color of the tag from yellow to white when the left
mouse button is held down.

The decisive moment for acceptance of a time command occurs when the mouse button is released.

At that moment, the cursor position becomes the commanded time that is fed into the DA algorithm. If

the cursor position is outside the time range brackets, the time of the nearest bracket is instead chosen as
the commanded time.

After the DA algorithm has finished its profile calcuhtion (in about a second) the new descent

parameters are read into the DA Clearance Panel. At that time, the profile mode designator is changed

from SP to I, where I stands for "Inquiry." Also, the ETA and its associated ID tag are relocated to the

new position on the time line. This process was accomplished for TA 321 in figure 3. The "inquiry"

designation indicates that the profile shown is the DA's response to the controller's "what if" question.

The clearance corresponding to the inquiry profile has not been issued to the aircraft, which continues on

its previous profile.

The process of selecting new arrival times and generating the corresponding descent clearances can

be repeated any number of times. Each time a new clearance is generated, the TOD and spacing markers
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arealsoupdated.Thus,thecontrollercanquickly assesstheeffectof different timecommandson the
trajectoryand,by makinguseof thespacingmarkers,determinewhetherit createsaconflict situation
with othertraffic at variouswaypointsalongtheroute.

As before,theDA algorithmautomaticallyrefreshestheprofile andcorrespondingdescentclearance
approximatelyevery10sec.At eachrefreshcycle,thealgorithmreadsthelocationof thecursortagas
well asthecurrentaircraft state.It is alsopossibleto return to theoriginalSPprofile by selectinga
"Show SP"item in apop-upmenu.

Whenthecontrollerhasfoundaprofile with aconflict-freearrival time, hecanlock in theprofile
andclearanceby clicking on theassociatedETA ID taglocatedto theright of thetimerangebar.This
actionsimultaneouslyfreezesthecurrentprofile andclearance,stopsthecyclic refreshingof theprofile
andchangestheprofile typedesignationfrom I to CLR,which standsfor cleared.It alsoplacesa* sym-
bol next to theETA tag.This lockedprofile modeis illustratedby PA001in figure 3. In orderto prevent
the lockedprofile from beingchangedinadvertently,thecursortagof theaircraftwith thelockedprofile
is renderedinactive.However,the lockedprofile statecanbecancelledif necessaryandtheaircraft
returnedto theI-stateby clicking againon thestarredtag.Whenanaircraftwith a lockedprofile is
deselected,the* remainsvisible, therebyprovidingamarkerto remindthecontrollerthattheaircraft
hadpreviouslybeenissuedaprofile descentclearance.Furthermore,thelockedclearancecanberedis-
playedby reselectingtheappropriateaircraft.

Meeting gate times sent by traffic management advisor- In the traffic management concept

described earlier, optimum landing times are generated by an automatic scheduler, which resides in the

TMA. As explained in a following section, the scheduler assigns landing times that merge the traffic

flow from all four feeder gates while ensuring that the aircraft spacing requirements on final approach

are observed. Then, the TMA transforms the landing times to gate arrival times and sends them to the

DA located at the controller position feeding traffic to that gate. The DA tools and procedures described

in the preceding section are applied here to assist the controller in generating advisories for meeting
these scheduled times.

The controller accesses the automatic scheduler, referred to as the TMA mode, by a keyboard com-

mand. In this mode, the green cursor, which was used in the preceding section to input a time command

manually, is removed from the time line. In its place, a blue ID tag appears at the gate time determined

by the automatic scheduler. The time line in figure 8 illustrates the TMA mode of operation. If neces-

sary, however, the controller can still assign his own gate times by returning the DA to the manual mode

described in the preceding section. To obtain advisory clearances for meeting the gate time, the con-

troller first selects the appropriate aircraft as before, and then clicks on the blue ID tag. That causes the

DA algorithm to enter the inquiry profile mode, and begin generating profiles and advisories for the

selected aircraft. If the blue ID tag position falls within the time range bar, the speed and descent advi-

sories shown in the DA panel correspond to permissible aircraft trajectories that will cause the aircraft to

arrive at the scheduled gate time. As previously explained, conflicts along the route can be checked by

using the spacing markers. The controller can lock any currently displayed clearance he finds acceptable

by clicking on the ETA tag. He can also redisplay and revise the clearance by applying previously

described procedures.
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Spacingadvisories- Two advisory modes are available for generating descent clearances that meet

specified spacing distances at the time control point. The two modes are invoked by clicking on one or
the other of the buttons labeled SEP_ONE and SEP_TWO in the Mode Select Panel.

Before using either mode, the controller must choose a desired spacing distance in nautical miles and

enter it via the keyboard. The current value of 10 n.mi. shown in figures 3 and 4 is displayed in the

Mode Select Panel to the fight of the SEP_TWO button. Another requirement for activating these modes

is that exactly two aircraft must be in the selected state. As a rule, the controller should pick two consec-

utively arriving aircraft that are 15 to 35 min of flight time from the feeder gate. The arrival time

sequence displayed on the time line and the spacing markers provide information to help the controller
choose an appropriate pair.

After selecting a pair of aircraft and observing that the spacing markers predict a spacing sufficiently
different from the specified value at the time control waypoint, the controller can choose one or the other

of the two spacing modes to assist in achieving the desired spacing.

The SEP_ONE mode should be chosen if only the speed profile of the trailing aircraft can be modi-

fied to change the spacing, while the speed profile of the leading aircraft must remain unchanged.

Clicking on SEP_ONE causes the DA algorithm to search for a speed profile for the trailing aircraft such

that the resulting spacing distance will match the specified value as closely as possible. After the DA

algorithm has completed the calculation, the new clearance is posted in the DA Clearance Panel and the

spacing markers are updated. Also, the profile mode indicators are changed from SP to I. As for all SP

and I profile types, the DA algorithm refreshes the profile and its corresponding clearance in a 10-sec

cycle, each time using updated aircraft state information. The clearance for TA 321 and the correspond-

ing spacing distance between TA 321 and AA 404 obtained by invoking SEP_ONE is shown in figure 4.

In this example, both the time control point and the spacing check point are located at Drako. The

spacing distance is also displayed in the DA Clearance Panel.

If the spacing distance achieved with SEP_ONE is inadequate, the controller can invoke the

SEP_TWO mode. This mode gives the DA algorithm the freedom to change the speed profiles of both

trailing and leading aircraft. As in the SEP_ONE mode, the DA algorithm first attempts to achieve the

specified spacing by changing only the trailing-aircraft speed profile. If this attempt fails, the DA algo-

rithm then changes the speed profile of the leading aircraft in an effort to achieve the desired spacing.

The controller must decide which of the two modes to use based on an assessment of the prevailing

traffic situation in his sector. For example, he would probably decide not to use the SEP_TWO mode if

he previously had issued a descent clearance to the leading aircraft or if the leading aircraft is itself in

trail and at a minimum spacing distance behind another aircraft.

If the controller judges the spacing distances to be acceptable, he would then proceed to issue the

appropriate clearance(s) to the aircraft. At that point, he should lock in the profiles and clearances by

clicking on the "ok" button in the Mode Select Panel. This action terminates the cyclic refreshing of the

profiles and freezes the currently displayed clearance. As was the case for the Time Control Advisories,

locking the profiles changes the profile type indicator from I to CLR and places a * symbol after the

ETA tag. The profiles can be unlocked by previously described procedures.
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The lasttransactionin usingthesetwo modesis to deselectthepair of aircraft.Thenthecontroller
canconcentrateon identifying andpicking anotherpair of aircraftwhosespacingneedsto becontrolled.

Finally, it shouldbenotedthattheSEP1andSEP2modescontrol thespacingonly atthetimecon-
trol point.However,thespacingcanbecheckedupstreamof thetimecontrolpoint by turningon the
spacingmarkersatvariousspacingcheckpoints.

Horizontal Guidance Modes

In the preceding explanation of descent profiles and automation tools, the crucial problem of con-

stmcting efficient horizontal paths for the aircraft was not addressed. In the previously discussed exam-

pies, all of the aircraft were flying along standard jet routes. Here the methods used to construct the

horizontal profiles are defined for both on-route and off-route situations.

Construction of a horizontal path always begins at the current position and heading of the aircraft

and terminates at the time control point. Its calculation is a prerequisite for the subsequent synthesis of

the descent profile. The controller has a choice of two horizontal guidance modes, referred to as Route

Intercept (RI) and Waypoint Capture (WC). They are selected by clicking on the appropriately labeled

button in the Mode Select Panel. The controller also can assign a horizontal guidance mode to an indi-

vidual aircraft without changing the modes of the others. This is done by displaying a pop-up menu at a

specific aircraft and selecting the desired mode with the mouse cursor.

Route intercept (RI) mode- This mode operates in conjunction with the set of standard jet arrival

routes converging on the time control point. The routes recognized by the DA algorithm in the Drako

feeder gate approach sectors are those drawn in blue on the PVD. They have a corridor width of +4 n.mi.

relative to its center line. Other feeder gates have their own set of standard arrival routes.

In calculating a profile, the DA algorithm first determines if the aircraft position falls within a cor-
ridor of one of the standard routes and if its course is within 120 ° of the route direction at its current

location. If the aircraft passes these two tests, the DA algorithm then uses its on-route logic to construct

the horizontal path. This is done by concatenating all standard arrival route segments traversed when

moving from the current aircraft position to the time control point. It includes circular arc segments to

transition smoothly from one segment to another where a change in course occurs at junction points.

ff the aircraft fails at least one of these tests, the DA algorithm declares it off-course and invokes the

RI logic. This logic, illustrated in figure 5, seeks to create an RI segment connecting the current aircraft

position to a point on a standard route segment. First, the algorithm generates a directed line, called the

aircraft course vector, which emanates from the current position and points in the direction of the aircraft

course over the ground. Then it searches for points of interception of the course vector with standard

route segments. As a rule, the first point of interception found establishes where the aircraft joins the

standard route. Next, the logic creates a new route by concatenating the RI segment with the segments of

standard route traversed between the RI point and the time control point. From here on, the DA algo-
rithm generates speed and altitude profiles in exactly the same manner as if the new route were a stan-

dard route. One exception to the rule of choosing the first point of interception arises when that point

falls 25 n.mi. or less in front of a junction point and a second point of interception occurs on the down-

stream side of the junction point. In this case, the RI logic chooses a path to the second interception
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point.Thereareotherexceptionalcasesincorporatedin theRI logic, but adescriptionof theseis
deferredto afuturepublication.Hereit sufficesto saythattheexactconditionsof capturearehighly
dependentbothon thegeometryof theroutestructureandtheestablishedcontrollerproceduresin an
arrivalsector.

Routeinterceptpoints areindicatedon thePVD by white markerswith attachedaircraft identifica-
tion tags.In addition,thesectionof circular flight paththatmergestheaircraftonto thestandardrouteis
alsodrawnon thePVD. TheRI profilesshownfor thetwo selectedaircraftin figure 6 illustratebotha
regularRI point for CO102andanexceptionalcasefor TWA61. The first RI point for TW61 on its cur-

rent heading was found to be closer than the minimum allowed distance (25 n.mi.) from the junction of

routes J56 and J170 at Estus. Hence, the second RI point located between the junction point and Drako

was the one selected by the algorithm.

The RI logic combined with the automatic refresh of profiles provides considerable flexibility for

solving arrival time and spacing problems that require off-route vectoring. This flexibility derives from

the fact that changes in heading between refresh cycles reflect in migration of the RI point and therefore

in changes of the predicted arrival time. The controller can use this characteristic to expand the arrival

time range beyond what is available by speed control alone. For example, in figure 6, the time spacing at

Jasin between TWA61 and CO102 can be adjusted by a heading change of CO102. A change to the left

will move the RI point upstream on the intercepted segment, thus delaying its arrival at Jasin. At the

same time it also causes the downward motion of the time range bar to slow down or even migrate up

the time line. One way for a controller to take advantage of this capability is to first make gross changes

in arrival time with vectoring and then to make fine adjustments with speed clearances.

Waypoint capture (WC) mode- This mode provides advisories for predicting and controlling the

arrival time of aircraft during off-route vectoring. It uses only the aircraft initial position and course and

the capture waypoint position in generating the horizontal path. Therefore, it differs from the RI mode in

that it does not depend on knowledge of standard arrival routes for its calculations. Any recognized

waypoint on the arrival routes including the time control waypoint can be selected for capture. Selection

is made by the combination of mouse pointer and pop-up menu.

The horizontal path synthesized in this mode consists of an initial circular arc turn starting at the

current position and course followed by a straight flight segment leading directly to the time control

point. The path is computed such that the end of the circular arc turn is tangent to the straight flight seg-

ment. The geometry of this construction is illustrated in figure 7. The algorithm determines the radius of

the turn from the airspeed, wind speed, and maximum allowable bank angle. Furthermore, the direction

of the turn toward the time control point is chosen so that the total length of the path is minimized. In

order to compensate for computational delays and to allow for controller response time, the algorithm

also moves the start of the turn at each computational cycle a distance equivalent to 15 sec of flight time

ahead of the current aircraft position. Once this logic has determined the parameters of the path, the DA

algorithm synthesizes the speed and altitude profiles in exactly the same way as in the RI mode.

As in other modes, the DA algorithm refreshes the waypoint capture profile in approximately a
10-sec cycle using updated aircraft state information.
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As illustratedin figure 8,the initial circular turnof thecaptureprofile isdrawnon thePVD andis
refreshedat thesametime thattheDA refreshesthetrajectory.Thus,thearctracksthepositionof the
aircraftandmaintainsits tangencyto the current course of the aircraft, even as the aircraft performs

complex maneuvers such as holding or path stretching.

A white marker indicates the end of the circular arc and the beginning of the straight line segment on

the PVD. A number next to the marker gives the magnetic heading in degrees of the straight line seg-

ment leading to the capture waypoint, Estus, whose name and position markers are drawn in yellow

(fig. 8). The spacing checkpoint is located at Drako and the time control point at Jasin in this figure.

The most sophisticated application of this mode is in advising the controller when an off-route air-

craft should be vectored toward the capture waypoint in order to capture a time slot at the time control

waypoint. This includes solving the related problem of when to break out of a holding pattern to capture
a time slot.

In such applications, the general procedure is to vector an aircraft initially on a heading 30 ° to 150 °

away from a direct course to the capture waypoint. In figure 8, CO102 is heading in the proper direction

for using this mode. As the aircraft continues on this course with the DA algorithm generating a

sequence of waypoint capture profiles, the motion of the time range bar will slow down relative to that

of the time line scale, indicating increasing delays. The greater the angle between the aircraft heading

and the direct course to the time control point, the faster the delay will increase. When a specified arrival

time on the time scale passes near the middle of the time range bar, the optimum time has been reached

for the controller to issue the WC heading advisory shown on the PVD. This places the aircraft on a path

to arrive approximately at the specified time. If the residual time error is excessive after the aircraft has

executed the heading vector, the controller can zero out that error using the time control advisories

_described in an earlier section. It is recognized that this procedure (as well as others described above)

will be made more automated in future refinements of this tool. However, by initially providing the tool

in this form, the controller retains maximum flexibility, and thus can tailor its use more easily to a vari-
ety of specific traffic situations.

Speed Profile Modes

Three modes representing different constraints on generating speed profiles for time control have

been implemented on the DA algorithm. They can be selected by clicking on a speed-profile-mode but-

ton located in the Mode Select Panel. Repeated clicks of the button cause each of the modes to be

selected in succession. The names of the modes, in the order in which they are selected, are Descent

(DA), Cruise-plus-Descent (C+D), and Cruise (C). The characteristics of each mode are described
below.

Descent speed mode-- In this mode the DA algorithm achieves a specified arrival time by iterating

on the descent speed profile only. Thus, while the aircraft is at cruise altitude, the cruise Mach number/

indicated airspeed (IAS) is not controlled by the algorithm. However, at each cyclic refresh of the pro-
file, the cruise speed used as an initial condition by the algorithm is updated with information received

from the National Airspace System Host Computer.
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Foreachaircraft type,thespeedrangeavailablefor timecontrol is specifiedby themaximum
descentMachnumber,themaximumdescentIAS, andtheminimumdescentIAS. For a727theselimits
havebeenchosenasMach0.84,350KIAS, and230KIAS, respectively.

In additionto providingtime control,theDA algorithmalsoensuresthatthedescentprofile is opti-
mally fuel efficient. It achievesthis first by choosingtheTOD point soasto minimize poweredflight at
low altitudeandsecondby generatingaltitude-speedprofiles thatpermit idle thrustflight throughoutthe
descent.The typesof profiles aresimilar to thosegeneratedby advancedflight managementsystems.

Theidle thrustconditionproducesaninterdependenceof thespeedandaltitudeprofiles.Thatis, for
eachspeedprofile thereis a uniquealtitudeprofile thatcanbe flown atidle thrustwith theaircraftin the
cleanconfiguration(no flapsandspeedbrakes).This interdependencychangestheTODpoint whenever
thespeedprofile changes.Furthermore,thealtitudeprofile andTODpoint alsodependonaircraftper-
formanceparametersandwinds.Forexample,the locationof theTOD point canmove25n.mi. or more
whenthespeedprofile is changedfrom thefastestto theslowestdescentspeed.

Thebesttime to invokethismodeis while anaircraft is in cruiseandstill somedistancefrom the
TOD point.However,thealgorithmalsoprovidesspeedadvisoriesaftertheaircrafthaspassedtheTOD
point or while theaircraft is descending.Thepartof theDA algorithmhandlingthesesituationsiscalled
mid-descentlogic. If anaircrafthasmovedpassedtheoptimumTOD point or is alreadyin descent,this
logic first computestheconstantdescentanglerequiredto reachthedesiredaltitudeof thetime control
point from its currentposition.Thenit determinesthespeedrangewithin which theaircraftcanfly at
thisdescentangleandstill beableto decelerateto aspecifiedfinal speed.In this step,theuseof speed
brakesis permittedin anypartof thedescent.Thespeedrangeobtainedwill grow smallerastheangleof
descentincreases.Eventually,astheangleof descentreachesacritical value,thespeedrangeshrinksto
zeroandtheDA algorithmfails to generateafeasibleprofile.

Cruise speed mode- In this mode the DA algorithm iterates only on the cruise speed segment in

order to achieve a specified spacing or arrival time. For the descent portion of the flight, the algorithm

always assumes the airline SP profile. The limits on the cruise speed envelope used in this mode consist

of a maximum cruise Mach number, which depends on weight, altitude, and temperature, and a mini-

mum cruise indicated airspeed. Both limits depend on aircraft type and engine model. Figure 9 shows

plots of Mach numbers, IAS, and altitude as a function of range for the maximum, minimum, and nomi-
nal cruise speeds.

The cruise speed advisory (CS) appears as the fifth item in the DA Clearance Panels of table 2 and in

figure 6. It consists of a desired cruise Mach number or, if the aircraft is cruising below 28,000 ft, a
desired indicated airspeed in knots.

In order to compensate for controller and pilot delays in executing a cruise speed advisory, the DA

algorithm also includes a 15-sec delay in the start time of cruise speed changes, measured from the air-

craft position at the time of calculation. This delay compensation combined with the periodic refresh of

the profiles and clearances every 10 sec helps to reduce time errors in executing the cruise speed
advisory.
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Thismodeshouldbeusedearlyin arrivalsequencingwhenanaircraft is atleast50n.mi.from the
TODpoint. At asmallerdistance,theavailabletimerangeis toosmallto beusefulin arrival time con-
trol. By usingcruisespeedcontrol only, thecontrollercancompletemostof therepositioningof anair-
craft necessaryto achievea specifiedarrival timebeforetheaircraftbeginsits descent.Sincethedescent
profiles in thismodeareall basedonstandardproceduretypes,thespeeddifferential betweenin-trail
descendingaircraft is likely to besmall.This hastheadvantageof minimizing theoccurrenceof over-
takesandtherebyhelpsreducethecontroller'seffort in monitoringthedescenttraffic.

Cruise-plus-descent speed mode-- This mode provides the greatest possible time range by allowing

the DA algorithm to control both the cruise speed and the descent speed profiles. The speed limits that

determine the extreme values of the time range are generally identical to those used in the other two

speed-control modes. An exception to this rule is the maximum Mach number in descent which in this

case is set equal to the maximum cruise Mach number. This assumption sacrifices a small amount of

time range but has the advantage of simplifying both the algorithm and, as will be shown below, the

specification of the speed clearances.

In generating a cruise-plus-descent speed profile, the algorithm first attempts to meet the specified

arrival time by cruise speed control only. If the attempt succeeds, the profiles generated are similar to

those in the cruise speed mode. If the attempt fails, cruise speed will have reached one of its limits with-

out achieving the specified arrival time. Descent speed control is then initiated with the cruise speed set

from the limit value. Another condition imposed on the descent speed profile is that the Mach number of

the constant Mach descent segment, if one is necessary, be the same as the Mach number in cruise. This

condition limits the number of the speed clearance parameters that the controller has to issue to two,
which is the same as for the other two modes.

When an aircraft is less than 25 n.mi. from the TOD point of the SP profile, the algorithm reverts to

descent speed control only. Plots of Mach number, IAS, and altitude as a function of range for maxi-

mum, minimum, and nominal speed profiles in cruise and descent are given in figure 10.

Computation of Profile Tracking Errors

As explained in a preceding section, the controller normally "locks" a profile immediately after

issuing to an aircraft the clearances displayed in the DA clearance panel. Locking the profile sends a

signal to the DA algorithm to cease generating new profiles and initiate tracking of the locked profile.

The profile tracking process consists of computation of errors in time, lateral position, and altitude

between the current position of the aircraft and the locked profile.

As the first step in computing these errors, the error tracking algorithm determines if the current air-

craft position lies within a three-dimensional corridor centered around the locked profile. In the hori-

zontal plane, the corridor extends 4 n.mi. on each side of the center of the locked profile, while in the

vertical plane it extends 1000 ft above and below the altitude of the locked profile. These corridor

dimensions can be changed for different conditions. Where the horizontal path consists of a circular turn

segment, such as in a transition between two straight line segments, the corridor takes the shape of an

annulus (fig. 11). If the current aircraft position is found to be outside this corridor, the aircraft is

considered to be off track, and the rest of the error computations are skipped.
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If the aircraft is within the route corridor, the error computation algorithm first projects the actual

aircraft position onto the path of the locked profile in order to locate a projected position (see fig. 11).

Then it determines the increment or decrement in current time needed to bring the locked profile posi-

tion into coincidence with the projected position. An increment in time corresponds to early arrival

(negative time error) and a decrement to late arrival (positive time error). The time error, in seconds, is

displayed in the DA panel to the right of the locked profile arrival time. In figure 3, PA 001 has accu-

mulated a small time error relative to its locked (DA) profile. The time error is also incorporated in the

position of the predicted arrival time along the time line via algebraic addition of the time error tothe

locked profile arrival time. Thus, even when the locked clearance is no longer displayed in the DA

clearance panel, the controller can still monitor the time error by comparing the blue scheduled time (or
the green cursor position, as the case may be) with the predicted arrival time.

In the current implementation, the last computed time error in the DA panel is appended with a

question mark, if the current aircraft position lies outside the route corridor. Similarly, a question mark is

also placed after the corresponding predicted arrival time ID tag on the time line. The error computations
are repeated approximately every 20 sec.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT ADVISOR (TMA)

This section describes elements of the TMA, with emphasis on the design of the scheduler and
graphical interface.

Overview

The Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) comprises algorithms, a graphical interface, and interactive

tools for use by the Center traffic manager or TRACON controllers in managing the flow of traffic

within the terminal area. The primary algorithm incorporated in it is a real=time scheduler which

generates efficient landing sequences and landing times for arrivals within about 200 n.m. from

touchdown. Its graphical interface and interactive tools are designed to assist the traffic manager in

monitoring the automatically generated landing schedules, to override the automatic scheduler with

manual inputs and to change scheduling parameters in real time. It has been implemented on a separate

workstation that is interfaced with the workstations running the DAs at the various arrival areas.

In essence, the scheduler is a real-time algorithm that transforms sequences of estimated times of

arrival (ETAs) into reordered sequences of scheduled times of arrival (STAs) using one of several

scheduling protocols selected by the traffic manager. Operation in real time implies that the algorithm

generates the STAs in a small fraction of the time it takes each aircraft to fly from its initial position to

touchdown. This condition places important computational constraints on the algorithm.

Since the scheduler is the main computational unit of the TMA, its functions and operations are

described first. Next is a description of the graphical interface and the set of tools the traffic manager
uses to monitor and to interact with the scheduler in real time.
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Definitions

The variables and parameters that play crucial roles in the operation of the scheduler are defined and

explained below. These definitions apply equally to schedulers designed for the Center and the
TRACON.

Estimated time of arrival (ETA): The ETA plays a decisive role in the operation of the

TMA and its scheduler. The TMA does not generate this quantity itself but instead

obtains it by request from the DA designed for the arrival area where the aircraft is cur-

rently located. Since ETAs can change during the approach, the TMA obtains updated

ETAs about every four radar sweeps or approximately twice per minute. The method of

obtaining ETAs from arrival area DAs rather than from a master DA implemented in the

TMA workstation has two advantages. First, it distributes the computational load over

several workstations, thus allowing the TMA workstation to concentrate its computational

resources exclusively on the generation of schedules. Second, it produces the most accu-

rate values for the ETAs because each arrival area DA can more easily account for the

effect of recently issued controller clearances as well as changes in aircraft descent

procedures.

The ETA obtained when an arrival is first tracked by the Center's radar upon penetrating

the Center airspace is referred to as the original estimated time of arrival (OETA). It is

based on the planned arrival route and standard procedure descent profile. This value is

used by the TMA as a reference value in computing the accumulated delays of an arrival

during its transition through the Center's airspace.

Minimum time to landing: This quantity is defined as the earliest time an aircraft can

arrive at the rujaway from its current location and altitude. It is based on the DA-

computed time range and used by the scheduler to determine the earliest feasible time an
aircraft can be scheduled to land.

Time to landing: This is defined as ETA - Current time. It does not include time delays
imposed by the scheduler.

Scheduled time of arrival (STA): This time is generated by the scheduler.

Scheduling horizon: This is a time interval specified by the traffic manager. It deter-

mines when an aircraft is first added to the list of aircraft currently being scheduled,

referred to as the schedulable list. An aircraft is added to this list when its time to landing

based on its current ETA first penetrates (becomes less than the time of) the scheduling

horizon. This parameter is individually adjustable for each of the four arrival areas. Typi-

cal values will be discussed shortly.

Freeze horizon: This traffic manager specified time interval determines when an aircraft

STA becomes frozen and is transferred from the schedulable list to the frozen STA air-

craft list.
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Scheduling window: The time interval between the scheduling horizon and the freeze

horizon is the scheduling window. Aircraft whose time to landing (based on ETA) fall in

this window make up the list of schedulable aircraft. The scheduler generates new STAs

for this list when an aircraft in it receives an updated ETA, when a new aircraft is added

to the list or when the traffic manager makes parameter changes. Thus, the STA of an air-

craft in the scheduling window is subject to revision until it drops below the freeze hori-

zon. It should be noted that the placement of an aircraft in the schedulable list depends

solely on its ETA and not on its STA generated by the scheduler.

Blocked time interval: This is an interval of time in which aircraft are not allowed to be

scheduled. Such intervals can be entered manually into the TMA data base by the traffic

manager. It provides a means to specify a temporary closure of the runway, or to reserve

time intervals for takeoffs and emergencies.

Blocked time slot: This designates a time slot for an aircraft not being tracked by the

Center radar but expected to land at the specified time. Such aircraft may originate at

nearby feeder airports or fly at altitudes too low to be tracked by the Center radar. The

scheduler treats a blocked time slot as a specific type of aircraft with a specified landing
time.

Although the scheduling and freeze horizons were defined above as time dependent quantities, they

can also be approximated in the spatial domain by concentric circles with the arrival airport at the center.

The circles representing the horizons are superimposed in figure 12 on the arrival airspace structure of
the Denver Center.

The location of the freeze horizon (in space and time) must balance two conflicting objectives. On

the one hand, it must be chosen sufficiently early in the approach in order to give the arrival controllers

adequate time and airspace to meet the scheduler-generated STAs. This control process takes place
between the freeze horizon where scheduled times are broadcast to the arrival controllers, and the feeder

gates where traffic leaves the Center airspace and enters the TRACON. At the very latest, the freeze
horizon must be chosen before arrivals reach the area where descent clearances are issued. This area is

about 30 min to touchdown. On the other hand, the location of the freeze horizon should not be chosen

so early that arrivals from nearby airports often appear later than the freeze horizon, thus missing the

scheduling window altogether. Also, an early freeze horizon increases the probability of schedule-

disturbing events occurring between the freeze horizon and the TRACON boundary, such as weather

disturbances. The rescheduling of frozen aircraft necessitated by such occurrences causes an undesirable

increase in controller workload, and thus should be minimized. These considerations, as well as the

results of simulation tests and experience with the current metering system at the Denver Center suggest

a time range of 35-45 min to touchdown as a reasonable time range for the freeze horizon.

In order for the scheduler to have the greatest freedom in optimizing arrival schedules and

sequences, the scheduling horizon should be chosen as far out as possible thereby maximizing the width

of the scheduling window. However, its maximum width is constrained by the location of the Center

boundary unless detailed aircraft data can be obtained from adjacent Centers. In general, the greater the

width of the scheduling window, the more nearly optimal will be the arrival sequences generated by the
scheduler.
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Whenit becomesnecessaryto reschedulecertainaircraft,thelastandbestopportunityto do so
occursin theregionwherethearrivalstransitionfrom theCenterinto theTRACON at thefeedergates.
Thisregionis identifiedin figure 12astheTRACONreschedulingregion.In this transitionregion,the
schedulingprocessdescribedabovecanberepeatedto a limited degreeby theTRACON scheduler
which is embeddedin theFAST.Sincetheschedulingwindowis narrowandcloseto touchdown,
reschedulingin FAST consistsprimarily of fine tuningtheCenter-determinedarrival sequence.Exten-
sivechangesin theschedulefor arrivalsthis closeto therunwayareneithernecessarynor feasible.Fre-
quentreorderingof arrival sequencesor largechangesin STAsatthispoint would disrupttheorderli-
nessof thearrival flow andproducecomplextrajectoriesin theTRACON airspace,therebyincreasing
controllerworkload.Theprimaryreasonfor reschedulingaircraftin theTRACON airspacearisesfrom
theneedto handlemissedapproaches,emergencyaircraft,andchangesin runway.

Design of Scheduler

Optimization of aircraft arrival schedules has been the subject of numerous studies in recent years

(refs. 5-9). However, a comprehensive analysis of the benefits of optimization, such as its potential for

reducing delays, is still lacking. Benefits have been difficult to quantify because they are sensitive to

many factors that are difficult to measure or estimate. Such factors include the choice of representative

arrival sequences, the distribution of aircraft weight classes and the selection of base line conditions

against which schedule optimization benefits can be accurately gauged. A survey of recent studies leads

to the conclusion that the average delay reductions obtainable from schedule optimization is not likely to

exceed 10-15% at representative airports. However, additional analyses should be done to provide a

more precise estimate of delay reductions and other benefits compared to today's operations.

A theory for the design of real-time schedulers capable of handling the diverse conditions arising in

ATC has not been treated comprehensively in the research literature. In the U.S.A., the best known

implementation of a real-time scheduler is the En Route Metering (ERM) system, which has been in

operation at various Centers, including the Denver Center, for a number of years. ERM has evolved,

with fair success, as a tool for controlling the flow of traffic into the TRACON under capacity limited

conditions. However, it is not designed to produce conflict-free, optimum arrival schedules at the

runway for a mix of aircraft weight classes, as is the objective in this design. In West Germany, the

COMPAS system (ref. 5)undergoing tests at the Frankfurt Airport also incorporates a real-time sched-

uler. The design described herein expands on features in ERM and COMPAS and also incorporates new

graphical and interactive concepts that capitalize on the capabilities of high performance workstations.

Four scheduling techniques, selectable by the user, have been implemented in the TMA. They are

referred to as first-come-first-served (FCFS) without time advance, first-come-first served with time

advance, position shift without time advance, position shift with time advance. The characteristics of

each method are briefly described below.

The FCFS method, either without or with time advance, assigns the landing order in the same

sequence as the ETA order. If no time advance is permitted, the ETA of an aircraft determines its earliest

permissible STA, whereas if time advance is permitted, the minimum time to landing determines its ear-
liest permissible STA.
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Thefirst stepin all four schedulingmethodsis to arrangeaircraft in theschedulablelist in orderof
theirETAs.Thus,theaircraftwith theearliestETA is placedat thebottomof the list andtheaircraft
with the latestETAis placedatthetopof the list.

Thenextstepperformedby theFCFSscheduleris to checktheinteraircrafttimespacingsonfinal
approach.For thosewith lessthantheminimumallowed,thescheduleraddsjust enoughtimeto meet
theminimumdistanceseparationstandardsrequiredby FAA regulations.It shouldbenotedthatthe
minimumseparationdistancesdependon theaircraftweightclasses(heavy,large,andlight) of the
leadingandtrailing aircraft.Here,heavyaircraftareprimarily wide body,largeaircraftarenarrowbody,
andlight aircraftaregeneralaviationaircraft.Sincethe schedulerworkson thebasisof timeandnot
distance,it is first necessaryto transformthedistancesinto equivalenttime separationsusingprocedures
describedin reference6. Theresultsof thesetransformationsareasetof time intervalswhich specifythe
minimumtime spacingson final approachfor all ninepossiblelandingsequencesof aircraftwith three
weightclasses.A complicatingfactoris thatthetransformationsdependimplicitly on thegroundspeed
of aircrafton final approach.Sincegroundspeeddependsonbothfinal approachair speedandwind
speed,it becomesnecessaryto updatethetimespacingsin real time.This cumbersomeandcomplicated
procedureshouldbeeliminatedby developingnewcriteria specificallyfor time-basedminimumsepara-
tion standards.

Theoperationof theFCFSschedulingalgorithmon theschedulablelist canbeillustratedgraphically
with thehelpof time linesdrawnsideby sideasin figure 13(a).Thetimeline on theright showsthe
ETAsof severallargeandheavyaircraftwithin a schedulingwindow.As in theDA timeline, theearli-
estETA is at thebottomof thelist andincreasingfuturetime is towardthetop. Forillustrativepurposes,
only two minimumseparationtimesareused,2 min. for aheavyfollowedby alargeaircraftand1min.
for all othersequences.SincethetimeseparationsbetweenETAs in this list aregenerallysmallerthan
theminimums,the schedulerhasto delayaircraft to conformwith theminimums.Theresultof this
operationis shownon theSTA timeline. Here,horizontallinesconnectSTAsandETAsof thesame
aircraft.Theoriginal ETA orderhasbeenmaintainedasindicatedbythefact thatnoneof theconnecting
linescrosseachother.

Theeffectof addingthetime advanceoptionto theFCFSscheduleris illustratedin figure 13(b).A
1-mintime advancerelativeto theETA wasallowedfor eachaircraft.Theeffectfor manyaircraftis a
reductionof delayandfuel consumption.Ontheotherhand,thoseaircraftwhosetimeis advancedmay
experienceincreasedfuel consumptionbecauseof higher-than-optimalcruiseanddescentspeeds.
Therefore,in assessingtheoverallbenefitof timeadvance,it is necessaryto balancetime andfuel sav-
ingsfor thoseaircraftwhosedelaysarereducedagainstanincreasein fuel consumptionfor thosewhose
time is advanced.Nevertheless,in mostsituations,time advanceis likely to beadvantageous.

In considerationof thesetrade-offs,theschedulerattemptsto beintelligent in applyingtimeadvance
by not advancingaircraftwhenthebenefitsto begainedareminimal.Theschedulerdoesthis in two
ways.First, theamountof advanceis controlledby specifyingbothamaximumadvanceandafraction
of thetotal advanceavailablethatis to beapplied.Theschedulerfirst determinestheminimumtimeto
landingfor agivenaircraftaspreviouslydefined.Only afractionof thetotaladvanceavailableis used
by thescheduler.This amountis comparedwith themaximumallowableadvanceandthesmallerof the
two quantitiesis usedto arrive attheaircraft's scheduledtime.The secondtechniqueusedby thesched-
uler is to advancea givenaircraftonly whenit ispartof acloselyspacedgroupof aircraft.A closely
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spacedgroupis definedasa setof consecutive aircraft which are spaced at or below the minimum

allowable separation. The number of consecutive aircraft which defines a group is an adjustable param-

eter, typically set to four.

A position shifting scheduler with or without time advance removes the constraint of preserving the

ETA order when generating the STA list. Position shifting for aircraft scheduling was studied by Dear

(ref. 7) and subsequently by others (ref. 8). The scheduler implemented here optimizes the STA list with

respect to one position shift. This means that the landing order of an aircraft may not be moved more

than one aircraft ahead of or behind the FCFS order. The schedule produced by the position shift sched-

uler with time advance is illustrated in figure 13(c)for the same schedulable list as before. It can be seen

that position shifting has provided additional delay reduction. However, these reductions are highly

dependent on the mix of aircraft in the list. There would be no advantage in position shifting if the

minimum time separation between all aircraft were the same. Position shifting tends to bunch aircraft of

the same weight class as in figure 13(c). Although position shifting can reduce delays, it is not always

feasible to implement. For example, position shifting of two in-trail aircraft generally requires one air-

craft to overtake the other. This procedure increases controller workload, making position shifting unde-

sirable. Therefore, the scheduler has been designed to allow position shifting only if it can be completed

before the position-shifted pair has merged on a common route.

Description of Graphical Interface and Tools

Similar to the interface for the DA previously described, the interface for the TMA is also based

upon exploiting the interaction between workstation screen and the mouse.

The workstation screen is divided into one large and t_ee small nonoverlapping windows. The large

window on _e left in figure 14 displays aircraft amval schedules on several reconfigurable time lines.

The window on the upper fight gives an overview of traffic in the Center in a miniature PVD. The mid-

dle window gives the status of all DAs providing ETA data to and receiving STA data from the TMA.

The window on the lower fight acts as the _affic m_ager's control panel where various scheduling

p_ameters such as the ai_on accept_ce rate and the configuration of the time lines are selected by

mouse actuated switches and sliders as well as keyboard entries.

An additional window is available for displaying information about the schedule. This window,

which is displayed by a keyboard command, overlays the other windows and can be positioned any-

where on the screen. Data displayed in this window includes the currently selected acceptance rate,

average and peak delays, and various data on individual aircraft which the controller can select by pick-

ing the aircraft time line tag. _

The time line window contains two pairs of time lines on which three types of time schedules can be

selectively displayed as follows (from fight to left): (1) ETAs of aircraft that have not yet entered the

Center airspace; such ETAs _e contained in flight plans sent to the Center ahead of time; (2) ETAs of

aircraft tracked by the Center radars _d sent to the T_ by the various DAs; and (3) STAs of all

_aircraft which will be or have been sent to the various DAs. These time schedules can be selectively

displayed on both _e left _d fight side of each time line. Furthe_ore, _e display of these time sched-

ules can also be segregated by arrival area through use of toggle switches in the control panel window.

Thus, the traffic manager has available numerous options to optimize the display configuration for
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monitoringandmanagingtraffic flows. For example,onepossibledisplayconfiguration,which is
illustratedin figure 14,usestheleft trackof the leftmosttime line to displaySTAsfor thetwo northern
gates,Drako andKeannandthefight trackof thattimeline to displaytheSTAsfor thetwo southern
gates,BysonandKiowa. The samerule is usedto segregatetheETAson the secondtimeline, andthe
flight planETAson thethird time line.This leavesthefourth timeline asaspare(shownasturnedoff in
fig. 14).Sincetraffic from thenorthernandsouthemgatesgenerallylandson thenorthernandsouthern
parallelrunways,respectively,at Denver,thisdisplayconfigurationalsohastheadvantageof segre-
gatingtheflows by landingrunway.

As previouslydescribedfor theDA time line, aircraft timeschedulesmovetowardthebottomof
their respectivetime linesastime increases. Moreover, under normal circumstances, aircraft schedules

will be observed to migrate from the fight to the left time lines. An aircraft first appears on the flight-

plan time line at the time the Center receives its flight plan and planned ETA. When the aircraft becomes

active in the Center airspace, its ETA is updated and it is simultaneously removed from the flight plan

time line and displayed on the ETA time line. Finally, when its ETA penetrates the scheduling horizon,

its STA is computed and then displayed on the STA time line.

Color coding of aircraft IDs and graphical markers are used on the time lines to convey the aircraft

scheduling status and critical scheduling parameters. The scheduling windows appear as yellow vertical

bars on each side of the ETA time line. Aircraft IDs appear in green on the flight plan and ETA time

line. On the STA time line, scheduled aircraft with yellow IDs designate aircraft whose ETA is in the

scheduling window. At the time the ETA of an aircraft falls below the freeze horizon, its color on the

STA time line changes from yellow to blue. At this time the aircraft's scheduled time is sent to an

appropriate PVD for display on the PVD time line.

The traffic manager also can select a TMA mode that broadcasts the STAs to the PVDs immediately

after they are first calculated; that is, while aircraft are still above the freeze horizon. This mode is desir-

able when the queue of aircraft in the STA list includes significant delays (more than 5 min). By broad-

casting the STAs early under these conditions the arrival controllers are given additional time to plan

optimum strategies for absorbing large delays. Since the STAs that are broadcast above the freeze hori-

zon can be revised by the scheduler, they are identified on the PVD time line by orange colored tags,
which turn blue when the aircraft cross the freeze horizon.

Interaction with time lines- Of particular impo_ance to the implementation of the TMA was the

requirement that the traffic manager be able to interact with the automatic scheduler. The TMA interface

has been structured to allow traffic managers considerable flexibility in modifying the computer gener-

ated schedule for specific aircraft, while allowing the automatic scheduler to continue generating sched-

ules for the other eligible aircraft. The operational philosophy of the TMA is analogous to the concept of

text flow in desktop publishing applications. An area of the page is designated for specific uses, (usually

insertion of graphics)and the text flows around the designated area. In a simil_ fashion the TMA uses

the controller inputs to determine time slots and inte_als in which it cannot schedule aircraft and works

around these areas by scheduling aircraft in the next available slot.

Also of importance is the immediate feedback available to the traffic manager when he or she does

modify the computer plan. The computer immediately modifies the scheduled aircraft display to reflect

the traffic manager's input, making it easy to see the effect of his/her actions.
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Someof thewaysin whichthetraffic managercaninteractwith theautomaticschedulerwill now be
covered.In thefollowing explanations,frequentreferencewill bemadeto figure 15.This figure shows
two timelines.Thetime line on theright displaysETAswhile thetimeline on theleft displaysSTAsfor
thesamesetof aircraft.

Manual scheduling- Thetraffic managercanalterthescheduledtime of anyaircraftcurrentlyin the
system(includingthosewhich havenot yetbeenscheduled,andthosewhosetimesarealreadyfrozen).
This is doneby placingthemousecursorover theaircraft time line _ag,depressingthemiddlebuttonof
thethree-buttonmouseusedin Sunworkstationsand_agging thetagto anewlocation(time)on the
timeline. As soonasthemiddlebuttonis released,thecomputerwill generateanddisplayanupdated
schedule.Aircraft scheduledin this fashionaredisplayedin purple to highlight thefact thattheyhave
beenmanuallyscheduledby thecontroller.In thefigure bothPA001andSP404havebeenmanually
scheduled.

Blocked time intervals and slots- The controller can block out times in which he does not want

aircraft to be scheduled as previously defined. Two kinds of blocked times are displayed in the figure in

red; intervals and slots. An interval is represented by double red bars. The scheduler will not place any

aircraft in the area delimited by the blocked interval. This area is created by placing the mouse cursor

anywhere within the two vemcal lines on either side of the minute numbers and _agging with the mid-

dle mouse button depressed. The figure shows an interval which caused delays for CO409. Notice that

the scheduler has placed aircraft right at the limits of the blocked interval.

Blocked slots are slightly more complicated. They are created by placing the mouse cursor in the

same area as before but using the right mouse button to display a menu of slot options. Heavy, large, and

small slots can be added by selecting the appropriate menu item. The figure shows a heavy slot just past

the 55-min mark. UnlNe the procedure for inte_als, the amount of airspace reserved by the slot depends

on the weight classes of other aircraft being scheduled, just as though a slot were an actual aircraft.

Notice in the figure that UA 134 has been moved behind the heavy slot even though it was ahead of it on

the time line. This is because not enough time exists behind UA134 based on its current ETA to provide

the minimum separation required between it and the heavy slot. Since the slot is fixed, the scheduler has
to move UA 134.

Time line tag pop-up menu- Various other scheduling options are available on a menu brought up

by depressing the fight mouse button while over an aircraft time line tag. These include selectively

rescheduling aircraft after they have passed the freeze horizon, rebroadcasting the current scheduled time

to a PVD, and returning a manually scheduled aircraft to automatic scheduling status.

The rescheduling feature is needed when the controller makes changes that affect aircraft which have

passed the freeze horizon. This could occur during runway changes, missed approaches, pop-ups, and so

on. Once aircraft are frozen they are not touched by the automatic scheduler unless the controller spe-

cifically requests it. The menu can be used to reschedule all frozen aircraft, or only those behind the

aircraft whose tag was used to select the menu. For example, if CO711 is selected, only CO564 will be
rescheduled.

The rebroadcasting feature is needed because once aircraft have passed the freeze horizon, their

scheduled time will not be automatically rebroadcast unless the controller explicitly requests it. This is to
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preventconfusionandanyexcessiveworkloadof _v_ sector controllers caused by too-frequent

schedule changes. If an aircraft scheduled time is different _om that previously broadcast to a PVD the

aircraft tag will be displayed with an exclamation mark appended to it. In the figure, PA_I has an

exclamation mark, w_ing the _affic m_ager that its currently scheduled time (manually generated in

this case) is different from that previously broadcast to the PVD.

_e menu co--and for returning an aircraft to automatic scheduling is generaNy used when the

traffic manager has been scheduling an aircraft manual!y but has decided to return the aircraft to auto-

matic scheduling, prior to the aircraft having crossed the freeze horizon. If this co__d is chosen, the

aircraft will be again _splayed in yellow and scheduled in with the rest of the cu_ently schedulable
aircraft.

CONCLUD_G REMARKS:

_e human-centered automation concept described in this paper deliberately place s the automation
tools in a subordinated position relative to that of the human controller, who will remain the cornerstone

of the air traffic con_ol process in the foreseeable furore. The controller selects the automation levels

and functions in response to specific traffic management problems. He or she can combine hisser own

procedures and decisions with computer generated advisories by choosing tools that complement his

own control techniques. At one end of the spec_m of computer assistance, the controller can use _e

tools in a passive mode to gain insight into _e effect of the planned actions. At the other end of the

spec_um, he or she can use the tools actively by issuing the computer generated clearances to _e
aircraft.

The two types of tools described in this paper _e designed to assist Center con_ollers in managing

arrival traffic. Thus, the Traffic Management Advisor generates efficient landing schedules and assists

the Center traffic manager in flow control. Then, the Descent Advisor tools are used by con_oHers at

each amval gate to implement these schedules accurately. Although both tools are indispensable ele-

ments of the concept, the design of Descent Advisor presents the greatest technical chNlenge.

The interactive graphic interfaces adopted in the design are probably the most innovative as well as

the least proven design feature. They build upon the user environment inco_orated in modem high-

performance engineering workstations. _at this workstation technology can be so readily adapted to air

traffic con_ol automation is remarkable and fortunate for pro_ess in this area.

Controller acceptance of these interfaces, more than any other issue, will determine the viability of

this concept. Here, real time simulations _e the main avenue for evaluating con_oller response, for

refining the interface, and for developing baseline con_oller procedures. Ultimately, however, only tests

with live traffic can establish their effectiveness with a high Ievel of confidence. Such tests, which are

considered an essential step in the development of an advanced automation system, can begin as soon as
access to aircraft tracking data is obtained at an en route center.
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TABLE I.-GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN OF AUTOMATED ATC SYSTEMS

DO NOT: Automate unique skills or enjoyable tasks of controllers

Automate complex or poorly understood tasks

Automate in ways that reduce situational awareness

Automate such that a system failure leaves controller with an impossible

problem to solve

DO: Automate to enrich controller's work environment

Automate to increase situational awareness

Automate to complement controller's s_lls

Involve controllers from the start in selection and design of automation
tasks
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TABLE 2.-PROFILE PARAMETERSDISPLAYED IN THE DA CLEARANCEPANEL

1 2 3 4/5 6 7/8 9 10 11 12 13 14

PA001 CLR RI
TA321 SP RI
AA484 I RI

0.70/-
0.71/-
0.74/0.79

68 0.71/255 JASIN FLll0 J56 42:06
62 0.75/260 JASIN FLI10 J56 38:03
6I 0.79/310 JASIN FLll0 J170 36:28

Q

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

A/C ID

Profile type

Horizontal. guidance mode
Cu_ent Mach

Desired cruise Mach, if applicable

DME range to TOD

Descent Mach, if applicable

Descent KIAS

T_e control waypoint

Crossing altitude

Jet route

ETA, min:sec

Arrival time error, sec

Spacing distance, n.mi.

Note: Item numbers 6-8 optionally displayed in A/C data block.

+5 38.5

- 7.7

- 0.0
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Figure 1.- Automation concept and hierarchy of automation tools.
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Figure 9.-Cruise-only speed and altitude profiles. (a) Mach number; (b) KCAS; (c) altitude.
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Figure 10.-Cruise-descent speed and altitude profiles. (a) Mach number; (b) KIAS; (c) altitude.
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